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Results Delivered in a Week or Less
IsolateMSTM is a breakthrough diagnostic tool that gives providers  

information that can assist in identifying suspected multiple  

sclerosis in patients at the earliest onset of symptoms.

That means earlier treatment to optimally manage the disease  

and lessen the long-term damage.

Diagnose Faster. Treat Sooner. Improve Lives.

The Value of Earlier Diagnostic Confirmation

IsolateMS offers healthcare providers a timely, accurate tool  

to either rule in or rule out a suspected MS diagnosis and  

provide their patients with the answers they are desperately 

trying to uncover.

Current methods for diagnosing MS rely on the ability to  

identify damage that has already occurred in the brain, and final 

diagnosis requires waiting until the damage has occurred over 

time. With IsolateMS, the expression of RNA markers extracted 

from a blood sample is analyzed using a proprietary algorithm 

that identifies signatures in the blood reflecting inflammation  

in the central nervous system early in the disease progression.  

There is also evidence that when diagnosed and treated in earlier 

stages, MS relapses that occur are often less severe than when 

patients begin receiving treatment in later stages of the disease.

Physician Perspective
“MS remains a clinical diagnosis, and the certainty of the 

diagnosis is enhanced by imaging and electrodiagnostic studies. 

Any test which will increase the certainty of an MS diagnosis is  

of value to the treating physician. The results are likely to influence 

both making the diagnosis of MS and in implementing therapies 

that benefit the patients.”

The IQuity Process

Subramaniam Sriram, MD, Director, MS Center, 
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Advisor to IQuity, Inc.

CLINICAL EXAMINATION

Conducted at the earliest onset

of symptoms

ORDER TEST

Provider orders test - 

simple blood draw

PROCESS BLOOD

Processed by IQuity’s

CLIA-certified lab

ANALYZE DATA

RNA expression data analyzed 

using proprietary algorithm

DELIVER RESULTS

Lab delivers Yes or No result in 7 days



Patient Population

MS

Healthy/OND

Total

N (%)

269 (42)

160/212 (58)

641 (100)

Algorithm development:
Training and validation cohort

Sensitivity = 92%

Specificity = 98%

False Negative Rate = 8%

False Positive Rate = 2%

Download Peer-Reviewed Papers from our  
News & Resources section at iquity.com

Test Foundation: IQuity’s Research
IQuity’s proprietary process, IQIsolate, was developed 

by studying more than 2,500 samples from around 

the world. The IsolateMS test is based on samples 

collected from seven sites in the U.S. and two in 

Europe. Using machine learning methods, IQuity was 

able to distinguish MS among these enrolled subjects:

 • Healthy control subjects

 • Patients prior to diagnosis who are then 
    followed in the EMR

 • Patients with disease prior to treatment

 • Patients with established disease

 • Patients with other inflammatory and  
    non-inflammatory neurologic diseases

Approximately 650 samples from healthy 
subjects and patients with disease were  
studied to develop IsolateMS.

Research and Development

IQIsolateTM – Innovative Process Powering IsolateMS
IQuity’s suite of algorithms, IQIsolate, is a revolutionary process that analyzes RNA markers in a blood sample. 

IQuity’s peer-reviewed research revealed that RNA expression patterns of patients with autoimmune conditions, 

such as MS, and non-autoimmune conditions with similar symptoms vary widely. These RNA patterns are present 

at the onset of symptoms. IQIsolate measures the expression of RNA markers that are extracted from a patient’s 

blood sample and matches this RNA profile against healthy and sick patient profiles identified through our 

research. This analysis determines if the patient’s gene expression pattern is consistent with a specific disease.

Faster diagnosis and treatment leads to reduced long-term CNS damage and disability.

Central Nervous System Damage Progression
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Adapted from:  G. Giovannoni, et al 2015  Brain health: Time matters in Multiple Sclerosis
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